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Comment
Jesus ., the Bible . proyer
. . . faith. These central themes of
the Christisn faith ore unusually
prominent in our society this time of
yeor.
But what do they meon? What
do they really mean? Is Jesus no
more than tinsel und bells ond a
laughing babe-a set of symbols we
hsve lesrned to associate with
holidoy merriment, New Yesr's
football, the smell of roast turkey,
and snow? And what about prayer?
Is it really just a handy device for
spiritual consumers? Or, taken
seriously, might it disrupt ønd even
devastate the merriest, most core-
free times of our lives? And the
Bible? Is it only an amulet that
makes us feel warm ond secure,
particularly at Christmas time? And
is faith just the confident notion
that somehow, God will moke a
holiday of the rest of our lives?
Mission Journal wsnts to take
this occasion to nrobe deeper, lo ask
about the real meaning of our faith,
of the Christ, and of the Bible and
prayer. lle hope that this issue will
nwke a meaningful contribution to
the spiritual vitality of your holiday
segson.
- 
the Editor
..TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR MEANING . . . TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS
POSSIBLE THE WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH TIVES
AND HAS HER MISSION . . . TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE
FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF GOD'S
WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD.''
_EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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A CHRISTMAS STORY,
OR, A GUIDE FOR
FALLEN
FUNDAMENTALISTS
AND OTHER
WEARY CHRISTIANS
"fesus the Christ can all too easily become for us an artificial answer to
ørtificíal questions. Just øs he often is reduced to tínsel, líghts, and bells at thís
time of year, so he can eøsily be reduced to a mere øbstrøction for the duratíon
of our lives."
By STEVEN SPIDELL
hen the foundation of your faith began to crack when you thought that you had found it.
may be hard to determine. Perhaps there was a What was it that you had found? In a very basic
precise moment when you felt a tremor, the first, al-
most imperceptible rumblings of the earthquake.
More likely, over a span of years, the concrete hasjust suffered the erosion of wind and rain and has
gone the way of all human creations. But whether or
not you can point to a specific time, a certain
moment in your history, you have finally become
aware that the faith which once provided strength
and comfort and assurance for you has gone.
Perhaps for the first time in your life, you have felt
the cold winds of your aloneness in this world and
know what they really mean. Exactly what has
happened to you may be hard to put into words. All
you know is, somehow, somewhere, you lost it. As
unlikely as it may sound, as weak and frightened and
alone as you are, you are being presented with what
may be the most exciting adventure of your life.
The Good Old Days Or How Strong A Foundation
One way to understand your experience of "losing
it" is to go back to the beginning, back to that time
Steven Spidell is minister for the Wilmette Church of Christ, Wilmette,
Illinois, and serves on the Mrbsron ,¡ou¡¡al Board of Trustees.
sense, you had found a way to quieten your fears
about having to live in such a scary place as this
world. Now, of course, any one who has any sense at
all realizes the awesomeness of being alive. To be
born so weak and defensçless, absolutely incapable
of doing a single thing for yourself, totally unable to
see to your own survival, is a shock to every person's
system. An infant has got to scramble pretty fast to
latch onto someone warm and loving and full of food
if he or she is going to make it.
Assuming that a baby does survive to develop a
consciousness, the basic issues of being alive continue
to bombard it. The awesomeness of basic human
questions-rWhy am I surviving? rJVhat does my
surviving mean? How do I make sense out of being
alive?-assault our minds as steadily as waves pound
the shore.
Probably about the time all of these questions
seemed to spin more and more out of control, just
about the time you figured that all of this was too
much for you, just as you were about to be pulled
under by the riptide of your feelings and thoughts
and experiences, youfound it.
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What did you find? Some people would, and do,
and did, call it "faith." What you found were the
onswers to all of your questions. And in finding the
answers, all your fear and guilt seemed to leave you,
You had finally discovered the way to come to terms
with your life. Your "faith" provided you with all of
the answers you needed.
There is a profound integrity and symmetry to this
approach with its emphasis on answers. This is
especially true if those answers form a tightly knit
system. The system has a majesty and a power which
seems to enclose us under its wings. Now I can feel
safe and confident. I found it!
When the Foundation Crumbles
As long as the system holds together, as long as
lhe answers satisfy, everything is wonderful. You
have a place and a plan to live by. Every problem has
a solution, every question an answer.
But if the time should come when the system does
not work for you anymore, when the rules do not
help, and the answers do not satisfy, then the person
who has invested everything, given everything to the
system, is in for an awfully painful experience. Then
everything that the believer has relied upon to
support him or her is lost, and the old fears come
rushing back to the surface. And since the person's all
had been oifered to the system, to believing the
aniwers and following the rules, all of his values, his
hopes, his security are suddenly gone. The faith which
formerly gave you so much begins to crumble; values
become distorted and fuzzy; everything seems
hopeless, and now there do not seem to be any
answers whatsoever. When once you saw so clearly,
now you are suddenly blind. You are lost. And you
feel the terror of this in a way more profound than you
had ever known before. Nothing fits, including
yourself.
This experience of lostness, of terror and
blindness, has been called "the dark night of the
"There is a proJound integrity and symmetr)t to this
a¡tproach vutth its emphasis on answers. The s¡t3¡srn
has a ma.iest¡t and q power which seems to enclose us
under its wings. Now I can feel safe and conJ'ident. I
.f'ourtd if ."
soul." And dark it is.
You wake up one morning to a world where all of
the old connections, the former supports, are just
gone. The sense of direction and purpose that once
filled your life with joy has been stripped from you.
[,ife seems to have lost any meaning whatsoever. Y<lu
are weak and terribly vulnerable.
You may try to pray. In fact, you may pray with a
fervor and an intensity that you never had before.
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But where once you heard answers, now there is only
silence-a silence which is deafening. As if a light that
had burned brightly only moments before had
suddenly gone out, you lurch around in the darkness
trying to find the switch.
Strategy for Survival in the Desert
You have just come full circle.
You have just returned to that place where you
began so many years ago when you discovered that
you were alive and had better make the best of it.
You chose to cope with life by investing yourself in a
system which claimed to guarantee you security, to
solve your problems, and to provide you with all of
the answers and rules you would need to live. For
whatever reason, in your case it just didn't work out.
Now the choice is yours to make again about how
you will live in this world. You may decide to seek
after the answers again, to find your old faith again,
with yet more answers and rules, and try in this way
to recover yourself. Or, you may follow a totally
different approach.
Before, you operated on one basic assumption:
you needed answers. But the other approach begins
with an altogether different assumption, namely,
that answers emerge only when we have the courage
to live out the questions.
You had reasoned before that the truth about
things somehow resided in the principles, rules, and
answers of the system. This other way suggests that
truth is not conceptual; it is experientiøl. Truth is
something you live, not something you know as a
matter of purely intellectual interest. Ideas, concepts,
principles, laws, rules and the rest are at best only
shorthand, secondhand reflections of the real thing.
The real thing is life itself, with all its questions,
anxieties, and doubts.
The unpleasant feelings you are struggling with,
your fear, anger, guilt, frustration, and despair, are
not just problems to be solved. It is no use looking
for easy answers to take your pain away. But what
you can begin to do, perhaps for the first time in
your life, is to take what you are feeling seriously, to
allow your feelings to tell you about yourself and
how you are living and to learn from them how you
may be able to live more creatively. Before, you tried
to solve "problems" by seeking "solutions"*easy,
pre-definecl answers-l'rom outside your life, that you
could swallow like medicine. Now, if you are willtng,
you may finally face up to the experiential questions
of life and plumb those questions to the depths. Only
through experiencing life's most difficult questions
can one discover any lasting answers.
Living the Truth
F{ow for the hard part: living the truth. What once
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passed for "truth"- the system, the answers, the
rules-has proved to be, in fact, a lie, You gave
yourself to the system as a way to solve the
"questions" of living. Here the fundamental mistake
becomes evident. The answers posed as truth. But
truth is not an answer, a code, a system. Truth is a
reality we live, or it is nothing at all. You sought
truth by turning away from yourself. Now you must
reverse the process. You must come back to yourself.
Before, you tried to hide from yourself . But that will
not do.
Let me suggest how this other approach to living
works itself out in one specific way, namely, in
regard to sin.
Most will agree that a person's experience of sin
has to do with an awareness of alienation and
estrangement. The biblical word for these feelings
connotes rebellion against God, a prideful turning
from God to live with ourselves at the center of
meaning and value. Connected here is also an
understanding of guilt and a growing sense of
hopelessness and despair. Such is the experience of
sin.
Formerly, our response to such an experience was
to seek an answer to the question of our sin, a
solution to the problem of our experience by push-
ing ourselves away from this experience of sin and by
clinging to the "truth " of doctrines such as
justification, redemption, and sanctification. While this
was an attempt to adequately express the truth, it was
finally only talk about truth and not truth itself.
How is one to come into contact with truth itself
about our sin? \üe begin with our experience of sin.
That is the first level of truth, with what is actually
true in our lives, our sense of guilt, our feelings of
alienation and despair.
The path to the truth of our forgiveness, if you
will, lies now in going into, through our sin, not away
from or out of it. To try to escape our sin at this
point is to resort again to an answer that will remain
"You ntuy tr¡r tl¡ p¡x¡t. But v'here once )¡ou hesrcl
answers, now there is only silence-e silence wltich is
deøJ'ening. As iJ'a light that had burned brightly only
moments be.f'ore had suddenly gone out, you lurch
around in the darkness tr¡tinf ,r, 
.r'rrù the switch. "
for us artificial because we have not yet experienced
the question. Indeecl, if the question of sin remains
for us at the level of words 
- 
definitions pre-formed
for us by a book or a preacher or some other source
outside ourselves 
- 
then the answet will inevitably
be as artificial as the question itself. But when the
question of sin is experienced, not merely verbalized
and discussed and spoken and heard, then the answer
may well be found even in the question itself.
Thus, we must stay with the experience of our sin
and push ever deeper into it. With all of the courage
at our disposal we must experience the depth and
density of the sin in our lives. We must let the reality
of our sin come home to us as powerfully as we are
able. In other words, we must come face to face with
our own death. That is the level of our experience we
are describing. That is the depth to which we must
go. To short-circuit this desperately painful and
frightening experience by resorting to a doctrine or a
formula without filling up our experience of our
"Before, you operated on one basic assum¡ttion: you
needed answers. But the other øpproach begins witlt
an altogether different ctssumption, namely, that
snswers emerge only when we have the courage to
live out the questions."
sinfulness is to deny ourselves contact with the truth,
the reality for which our lives are desperately
yearning, We must begin where we are. We must
become what we are. We must honestly know who we
are. We must live the truth of our being if we are ever
to know the greater truth of life.
The process we are here describing is the same as
"dying to sin." But one cannot die to sin apart from
probing one's own sin to its depths. This dying is a
fundamental fact of our being, and it must be
confronted honestly.
Trusting thc Prcsence
If we are willing to be who we are, to allow our ex-
perience of sin to manifest itself fully, a marvelous
access to truth opens up.
Sin may be well understood as those dead places
within our spirits, those experiences we have of our
separation and alienation from God, from other
people, even from ourselves. By pushing through the
experience of our sin, that is by dying to sin, we are
actually involved in the process of dying to our
death, We are, in effect, engaged in the experience ol'
losing our life, in order that we might save it. For life
is the truth to be discovered for those who are wiliing
to die to death.
Sin is all of our experiences of what separates us
from life. By taking our experience of it seriously, we
will corne into contact with that life, that Presence
which lives as the source and foundation of our very
being, the Being from which we have separated
ourselves. Here, we might add, is, as well, the end of
our fear. For fear is the response of people who live
separated from the Presence of God. Once this
distance has been bridged, there is no more need for
fear.
By undergoing such a process, we have uncovered
a fuller understanding of the meaning of faith. Faith
is not agreement with or commitment to a system,
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answers, or solutions. Faith is that dynamic
relatedness between ourselves and the God who has
made us for himself, in whom we live and have our
lives. Truth thus becomes the experience of contact
with God and a willingness to trust him as the
foundation of our lives, indeed, as the very source of
Reality, Truth. Faith is the plocess through which the
distance we had made between ourselves and God is
overcome. Faith, then, is actually the experience of
the life of one who has discovered and has been
discovered by God.
Jesus
Having said all this, it now remains to be said that
this experience of God is the real meaning of Jesus
the Christ who entered the world and became flesh
2,000 years ago. He experienced human life, to the
depths and to the heights, that we in turn might
experience the richness and the fullness of God. This
is the real meaning of the Christmas story.
But Jesus the Christ can all too easily become for
us an artificial answer to artificial questions. Just as
he often is reduced to tinsel, lights, and bells at this
time of year, so he can easily be reduced to a mere
abstraction for the duration of our lives. Jesus
becomes the answer in a fundamental way only when
we take the real questions of our lives with
fundamental seriousness. As he shared in the
questions that haunt us, so we, by taking those
questions into ourselves, can share in the answer that
is himself. /!ffi\
PRAYER"
A FULL
DISCLCSLJRE
"How are we going to tell people they møy end up lame ønd vagrant iJ'they
grøsp hold of this God? But anything else is false advertising!"
By R,{Y F" CI{ESTETI
tft here has been a great resurgence of interest in
I- prayer in recent times. Even among those who
are a long way from the Çhristian faith there is the
belief that there is a spiritual realm that is a great
untapped reservoir of power and, as with the
Alaskan pipeline, everyone wants to get in on it.
While I applaud this resurgence, I think a full
disclosure is in order.
There are tremendous benefits to be derived from
prayer, but we need to know the risks as well,
Ray F'. Chcster is Ìrinisler lor the Ilrentwood Church of Christ, Austin,
I'exas, and selves oûLl7e Miss¡on Journai l]oard of 'l'ruslces.
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Frayer and Consumerism
Spiritual power does exist, and even the feeblest
and most misguided attempts at prayer yield some
intimation of a Iurking reality. Anel prayer is our link
with that powerful reality. Unfortunatcly, however,
we tend to transfer the ruling images of our culture
uncritically into our life of faith. We think of
ourselves as "consumers" so often that we easily slip
into thinking of prayer in those terms. We sometimes
hear from the pulpit the metaphor of prayer as a
power source we "tap" as if it were a utility line.
Notice, however, that the very image betrays our
Dll('llt\4 lll:. ll. I 9E0
attitude toward this power-it is a great way off, as
remote as the Arctic oilfields or lTT, and conrìected
to us only tenuously. And, of course, the switch is
always on our end. The great turbine of spiritual
power sits there awaiting our summons. God is there
to be used-to help us with our l-ralitosis or to get that
promotion,
If it is power we are seeking in prayer-power to
change our lives in one way or another*then we
must become aware of the nature of that power,
which is fearsome to the last degree. lt is not a power
that can be harnessed. The images from the Bible
shatter us with their uncontrollable force: a dove
descends, tongues of fire flame out, angels appear, a
bush burns, a mountain trembles, a whirlwind
answers. God invades.
If we get far enough to be ashamed of our overt
consumerism in prayer (though who among us is
really satisfied with asking only for daily bread?), the
next danger lying in wait for us is a sort of spiritual
consumerism. As Jacques Ellul wrote rn Prayer And
Modern Man,
Each one of us is so profoundly patterned in
accordance with this necessity to consume that
everything we lay hold of we value from that
standpoint, even God. . . . Vy'e talk of having
faith, of having the Holy Spirit, not of living in
and by faith, or receiving and being sent forth
by the Holy Spirit.
He continues by saying, "We must accept the fact
that prayer can give direction, that it can transform
life, but that it never gives a profit, an acquisition. lt
is never a consumer satisfaction. "
Certainly the prayer Jesus gave as a model is the
anti-consumel prayer par excellence.It is centered on
Cod, not on ourselves. lts focus is the hallowing of
God's name and obedience to his will. Certainly in
line with this exemplary prayer are expressions of our
trust in him and petitions for the coming of the
kingdom, for victory over Satan, and for promise of
pardon.
The lìisk of Misguided Frayer
Just how perverted this desire to consume God's
power can be-and how he can use even these
misguided attempts of ours-was illustrated by
Virginia Stem Owens a few years ago in Christianity
Todoy. She recounted how she had read from reliable
sources that prayer should not be simply a matter of
speaking to God but that we should listen to hear him
speaking to us, So she decided to give it a try. She
poured out every concern, every petition and
interccssion she could rake together and presented
the whole bundle to God.
Exhausted by this mental and emotiottal effort,
she felt it was now time for a little feeclback. So she
waited, staring into the darkness, straining her ears.
She really didn't expect to hear a voice, but she did
want some response, an inner voice, an assurance-
all those phenomena described by authors of true-life
"Once you begin prs!,ing, there is no gu(trantee thctÍ
)tou won't .f'ind )toursel.f' thrust be.f'ore Phurocth,
shipwrecked on a desert island, or abqntloned itt ø
lion's den."
religious adventure books from Augustine to
Catherine Marshall. But there was nothing-only
ringing in her ears. Either God had nothing in
particular to say to her or she was not giving her
imagination free enough rein.
Finally, worn out and dissatisfied, she drifted of'f
to sleep. Hours later, just before the winter sun
climbed over the frozen ridge behind her house, she
opened her eyes, instantly wide awake in the grey
half-light. And she was in tears. For suddenly at the
very moment of waking, there was in her mind the
vivid memory of a situation in her adolescence. She
had been promised a room of her own when the
family moved into a new house in her sophomore
year in high school. But as things turned out, it was
her little brother who got the room while she had to
share a room with a spinster aunt, a semi-invalid who
had always made her home with them or with other
relatives. For all the ensuing time in which she lived
at home she had burned with the injustice of this
reversal, convinced that her parents had decreed it
just because she was a girl. And she made her feelings
clear in devious and subtle ways, and continued to
carry the grudge for years.
But now in the early morning light, she was
feeling for the first time the scalding shame this
elderly, crippled woman must have felt as she moved
from house to house, never having a home of her
own and totally dependent on the good graces oi'
nieces and nephews for the very necessities of life.
Never in all her years at home, or since, had Virginia
given a single thought to how her aunt felt in the
situation. But now she was getting a full dose of it-
the pride her aunt had swallowed daily, Virginia now
swallowed in a galling gulp. And it was more bitter
than she could bear. So far as she knew there was no
apparent reason to have this experience.
Although she thought of her aunt often and with
affection, and although she continually spoke of the
injustice of having no room of her own when
recounting the wrongs she had suffered as a female,
this other perspective on the situation had never
before entered her mind. The feeling simply engulfed
her, and she concluded, as soon as she could get her
head above water, that this was the way God spoke to
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her, showing her a piece of reality to which she had
been blind. And she was pleased in spite of the bitter
and humiliating experience. At least God spoke!
But when it happened the next morning she was
scared. The process was the same. When she
awakened suddenly out of a deep sleep, she was
totally aware of another incident from her past, This
time it was her wedding day, the day after Christmas
during her first year in college. She had experienced
the whole event totally from her own vantage point,
indifferent to the heap of details that was smothering
her mother. But this time she was seeing it all
from her mother's point of view. It had been a time
of great anxiety for her mother, and indeed, her
towering strength almost collapsed after the ordeal
\ilas over. But Virginia had driven blithely away,
proud of her new independence from family and
never once thinking of her mother's pain.
She had often confessed in her prayers to being
selfish-and she knew she was at times. But this
particular incident had never been revealed to her in
those terms before. And it was revealed so totally,
given in one lump, so to speak, that she was
devastated by the experience, and once more began
the day in penitential tears. And the feeling of
satisfaction at having evoked a response from God
evaporated under the fear that she would wake up tcr
some horrid scene from her past every morning for
the rest of her life.
That didn't turn out to be the case. However, she
says she was quite wary for awhile about how she
prayed.
The One With Whom We Have To Do
Yet, wary as we may be of this awesome power we
confront in prayer, what other choices are really
open to us? Can we simply hide our eyes and try to
stay out of its unpredictable path? That is to leave
ourselves powerless in a world that swirls with
spiritual battles all around us; it is like standing in the
middle of a battlefield protected by nothing more
than an insipid smile.
Christians have always interpreted the splitting of
the temple veil during the crucifixion as symbolic of
"We think oJ'ourselves as 'co¡tsumers' so ol'ten that
vue easillt slip into thinking oÍ'pra)ter in those terms:
God is tltere to be usetl*tr¡ help us with our halitosis
0r to get that prornotion. "
their liberation from the mediated presence of God,
Henceforth, they were "free" to approach him
directly-which is almost like telling someone he is
"free" to stick his head in the lion's jaws. For once
you begin praying, there is no guarantee that you
won't find yourself thrust before Pharoah,
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shipwrecked on a desert island, or abandoned in a
lion's den. This is no cosmic teddy bear up to which
we cuddle. As one of the children describes Aslan in
C.S. Lewis' Chronicles of Narnia, "He's not a tame
lion,"
Ellul is convinced that prayer for persons living in
the technological age must be combat, and not just
combat with the Evil One, with one's society, or even
one's divided self, though it is also all of these; it is
fundamentally combat with God.
We, too, must struggle with God just as Jacob did
at Peniel where he earned his name Israel-"He who
strives with God." We, too, must be prepared to
say, "I will not let you go till you bless me."
Consider Moses, again and again intervening
between the Israelites and God's wrath; Abraham
praying for Sodom; the widow demanding justice of
the unjust judge.
But in this combat with God we must be ready to
bear the consequences: Abraham had to submit to
the sacrifice of his son as an answer to his prayer for
Sodom; Jacob's thigh was put out of joint, and he
went away lame.
However, the most usual experience will be God's
decision to put to work the person who cries out to
him. Whoever wrestles with God in prayer puts his
entire life on the line. Awful things happen to people
who pray. Their plans are frequently disrupted. They
end up in strange places. Abraham "went out, not
knowing where he was to go"-hardly the picture of
someone who has struck it rich on a brand new power
source.
After Mary's magnificent prayer when it was
announced that she would bear the Christ child, she
found herself an outcast in Nazareth society, Tlie
well-worn phrase, "prayer changes things," often
meant to comfort, can cut both ways.
Conclusion
In trying to compete in the religious marketplace
today, we should, I think, be very careful about how
we portray the power of prayer. All the other
religious rivulets that trickle across this parched land
seem to promise, through various modes of prayer
and rneditation, the blessings of inner peace, serenity,
security, and all manner of well-treing. How ternpting
to up the stakes, making prayer merely another
consumer product.
It is somewhat embarrassing to have to adrnit not
only that prayer may get you inlo prison, as it did
Jeremiah, but also that while you're smoldering away
in the miry pit, you may have a long list ol'
larnentations and unanswered questiolÌs to present to
your Lord. How are we going to tell people they may
end up lame and vagrant if they grasp hold of this
God? tsut anything else is false advertising! ldf$ffi.
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THE CHRISTIAN
TALISIVIAN
"The Bible exists for ø great many people as a kind of amulet which they like
having somewhere around them so long as they do not have to struggle with its
ìdeas."
Iìy ROBERT MEYERS
A few years ago a group of college students in myll nornä city dãcideã to ão a 78-hóur Bible-reacling
marathon in their church. The entire membership
met with them on the first morning to read the
opening chapter of Genesis in unison. The members
returned several days
later at I l:30 p.m, to
read in unison the last
chapter of Revelation. ln
between, more than 75
students took turns
reading the Bible aloud,
straight through, with no
breaks.
According to the
director of religious
education at the church,
people who feel their loneliness most at Christmas-
time, might provide more spiritual benefit than this
stunting with the Bible.
Buf giving gifts or talking to the lonely or reading
to the blind whould have been far less sensational
and would probably
have reaped no publicity,
whereas this story came
to my notice through the
newspaper. I suppose
that what they did was
not nrore harmful than
pantry raids or packing
phone booths, but it
could not have meant
much in terms either of
biblical understanding or
personality growth.
It is this use of the Bible, as if it were a kind of
magie, el'fective quite apart from meelitation, that I
am calling talismanic. Â. talisman is a stone or ring or
other object, often engraved with figures, thought to
possess occult power in its physical essence, and so
worn as a charm. The Bible exists for a great many
"For some 20th century Americans, to stand in church
with light falling through stained glass snd to recite how
they long to go ap to the temple o.l'Zion and how the¡t
love the 'courts of the Lord' simpl¡, leels like holiness,
But ultimstely the words are without meøning. They
relste to nothing in resl liJ'e. And if people do this ktng
enough, then religion itself becontes meaningless,
divorced fram reality, q museum artifact ¡tropet'ly
housed in a museum where the sounds oJ'modern life
are es mufJled qs the light from the sun is gently
di.ffused by the windows""
the marathon was suggested to the kids as an
encouragement to "do something of a spiritual
nature cluring the Christmas holidays. " If apparently
did not occur to him that rnaking gifts for children
who would otherwise have none, or visiting neglected
Iìobert Mcyers ìs P¡ofessor ol'Iinglish ât Wichira Statc Univcrsily, Wichita,
K¿rrrsas.
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people in just this way, as a kind of amulet which
they like having somewhere around them so long as
they do not have to struggle with its ideas. Many who
give Bibles for birthdays, baptisms, graduations and
weddings understand this folklore and do not
seriously suppose their gifts will be seriously
employed.
They simply feel that in some vague' nice way it
"blesses" the home, that it is a religious thing to do,
and that somehow or other it may have a beneficial
effect. Especially if bound in white leather with a
gold marker in it. And even more especially if it is a
King James version with language over 350 years old
and not easily comprehended. Perhaps this is to be
expected, since a talisman seems to be valuable in
proportion as it is incomprehensible. Carrying a tiny
copy of the New Testament into battle in the hope
that it will protect one from harm is on a par with
carrying a rabbit's foot to keep one safe on a plane
trip. Yet people who haven't the vaguest notion of its
contents are convinced that the physical presence of
the Book will somehow keep them safe.
The more remote from real life a talisman is, the
better it works. So very naturally a high regard for
the King James version goes hand in hand with use of
the Bible as a magical charm. One can easily
demonstrate how much clearer and more accurate the
newer versions are, but the man to whom the Bible is
a talisman only smiles and says, "I'm sorry, but they
just don't sound like the Bible." His casual remark is
a betrayal. He speaks not of meaning, but of sound.
The Bible has a sound for him, a sound all its own,
and that sound is the result of the special rhetorical
patterns of l6th century English and the apogee they
reached in the King James version. It is not sense
whiclr engages him so much as it is sound, or what we
might more accurately call incantation, a melody of
words which soothe and comfort whether or not they
enlighten.
People who keep the Bible atound as a talisman
almost never seriously engage themselves with what it
means. I think this is not conscious or deliberate.
Often they try, find it very hard going indeed, and
simply give up. They may even feel a subconscious
dread of studying analytically for fear that if they do
the magic will vanish.
I recall a Wednesday evening class, many years
ago, in which a church group was studying the book
of Ecclesiastes', that strallge testament of a cynic
whose prevailing view is that human life is an empty
waste . It is magnificent poetry (Thomas Wolfe
thought it the greatest piece of literature ever
written), but it leaves one rather depressed. R.ight in
the middle of our analysis of the book, one of the
church elders suddenly raised his hand and said he
did not know there were ideas like that in the Bible,
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that they upset him very much, and that he did not
wish to go on with the study.
I have thought since that his instinct was probably
sound. One should not investigate a talisman; he
should simply wear it or keep it somewhere on
display. If another man doubts its efficacy, or insults
it, he may wish to fight for it, but the last thing he
wants to do is to think critically about what it
actually is and how it works.
My friend who couldn't bear the message of
Ecclesiastes would have been mortified to have
anyone find his home lacking a copy of the Bible. He
would have barred from public office anyone who
said he did not believe in it. But to open it up and
seriously study it as a storehouse of ideas, some
profoundly disturbing, appalled him and shut down
our class.
This view of the physical book itself as a kind of
talisman has been a problem for Protestants ever
since the Reformation. It began in what I like to call
The Great Substitution. To replace the massive
authority of the Pope, which they had rejected,
Protestants found a substitute in the massive
authority of scripture. As the Pope had been
infallible in certain utterances, the Bible became
infallible in a// its utterances. And having that kind
of authority, its use went in two direotions. Some
people studied it with a new kind of diligence and
intensity, eager to know what it was and what it
meant, while other people complimented it by
turning it into an amulet which for all practical
purposes they might just as well have worn about
their necks.
It is this latter approach which let the kids I
mentioned earlier race through the Bible from
Genesis to Revelstion in a religiovs tour de force, as
if the Bible had some mysterious saving or
illuminating grace quite apart from comprehending
it. I remember how this kind of thing was encouraged
"Some people .feel that in sorne vague, nice v'Q¡t, thz
Bible has a bene.f'iciul eJJ'ect, especially iJ' it is a King
James version with languctge over 350 yertrs old and not
ea.sil¡t cç¡np¡'ehended. Perhaps this is to be ex¡tectetl,
since a talismun seems to be valuable in proportion as it
is incomprelten si ble. "
in my childhood when we all wanted to please our
Sunday School teachers by being what was callecl
Daily Bible Readers. If we could hold up our hands
to that effect on Sunday mornings we got a prize, so
each day we'd all read a few quick verses from
somewhere in the Book with little notion of what
they meant and no thought of them at all after we
had finished. I can even recall jumping out of bed,
turning on the light, reading a verse at random, atrd
DECI::I4lll.'ll, 1980
then falling happily back to sleep in the knowledge
that I had remained, in the nick of time, a Daily Bible
Reader. It was to be several years before I learned
that one phrase, thought about until it actually
colored rny mind and affected my conduct, was
worth ten years of that other kind of mechanical
reading.
The Bible, by the way, is not only a talisman for
individuals, and at home; it is also often one in
churches. I would be slow to object to the large
ceremonial Bible opened on the stand beside or
behind the pulpit, but I imagine it is there in part
because it is felt to exert a beneficent influence as a
physical object, apart from its ideas or its message.
No one reads it; it is simply there. Sometimes it has
seemed to me to confirm people in the notion that
Bibles are useful whether read or not.
One day a comment was made in the "Bible As
Literature" class which I teach in my university, a
comment about the willingness of people in churches
to repeat phrases from the Bible which they do not
understand, but which apparently have a kind of
magical power to create good feelings. One young
man shot his hand into the air and said, "I can
explain that. Many people go into a church the way
they go into a museum. They don't expect anything
to be contemporary or alive. Everything is stylized,
and even if they don't understand a word of the
ritual, they still feel they've had a kind of cleansing in
the museum,"
lùy'e agreed that if this is true, it is not surprising
that people are quite willing to put up with a
fossilized language which is 350 years old. Museums,
after all, are filled with fossils. And it would also
explain why people who view a church as a museum,
instead of a place where the past meets the present
and ignites a future, cannot bear changes. After all,
if one were used to seeing an Indian bow and arrow
safely behind a glass cage, and one day he walked in
to find a live Indian pointing it at him, it would be
disconcerting. The analogy is not a bad one for the
difference between King James English and the
English of modern versions. In the old version one
ean play safely with the explosive ideas of the Bible
because they are all wrapped around with the heavy
velvet brocade of Elizabethan English. But when the
Bible is read in today's language, the ideas suddenly
become clear as crystal and as pointed as arrows.
They cannot be escaped.
For example, in the famous King James rendering
of I Corinthians 13, Paul says of love that "it doth
not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is
not easily provoked, thinketh no evil; rejoiceth not in
iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth." One gets so lost
in the old-fashioned "th" endings, and so lulled by
the marvelously erafteel rhythms, that the ideas do
not really penetrate the minrJ. But hear the same
remarks from the New English Bible: "Love is
patient; love is kind and envies no one. Love is never
boastful, nor conceited, nor rude; never selfish, not
quick to take offence." Or, as Phillips puts it, "lt is
not touchy." Suddenly the famous old words really
mean something, and what they mean indicts most of
us.
One woman in the university class mentioned
earlier said that day, "The truth is that many people
really do not want to know what the Bible actually
says anyway, because the moment they know for sure
they are saddled with the responsibility to act orì it,
or ignore it. They like to hear holy sounds, but they
do not want to be upset by demanding ideas."
I was tempted to agree with her completely when I
looked at a church bulletin the other day from
Mission, Kansas. In the responsive reading for the
day I found this: (Minister) "For thou hast shattered
"I cett recall, itt rny childhood, juntping out ol'bed,
turning on the light, reading s verse at random, and
then falling happily back to sleep in the knowledge thatI had remained, in the nick of time, a Daily llible
Ileader. "
the yoke that burdened them, the collar that lay
heavy on their shoulders, the driver's goad, as on the
day of Midian's defeat." (People) "All the boots of
trampling soldiers and the garments fouled with
blood shall become a burning mass, fuel for fire."
No one in that auclience had the faintest notion of
what all that meant. One could have offered $50 bills
to anyone who could identify the day of Midian's
defeat and not lost a penny. Everybody was passing
docilely through a ritual without meaning, saying
words without import, rubbing a talisman in their
hands.
I would not deny that saying such words in unison
might make them feel good. It must be that for some
20th century Americans to stand in church with light
falling through stained glass and to recite how they
long to go up to the temple of Zion and how they love
the "courts of the l.ord" simply feels like holiness.
But ultimately the words are without meaning. They
relate to nothing in real life, dnd if people do this
long enough, then religion itself becomes
meaningless, divorced from reality, a museum
artifact properly housed in a museum where the
sounds of modern life are as muffled as the light
from the sun is gently diffused by the windows.
But this is not the whole story. There are places
where beauty and sense are both given their due, and
where the old and the new come together in a
synthesis that nourishes everybody. For all such
plaees, give thanks ! ^* **"****-.**Æ4lW\
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REAL FAITH
By BILL LOVE
"Everything is really okay; it just seems
thot liÍe is mixed up and confused."
"Everything is not okay, bul if we adopt
my plan the problems will be solved by
November."
"Everything is not okay, will not be okay
by November, but in the long run life will
work itself out. "
Which of these, if any, is a statement of
authentic Christian faith? Is faith, as the first
statement suggests, a denial of reality,
pretending that problems do not exist?
Sometimes it seems that the appropriate symbol
for today's church is not the dove (signifying the
presence of the Spirit), but the ostrich with his
head buried in the sand.
The second statement masquerading as faith
is made by the fellow whose answer for life is
"plan your work and work your plan." This
believer at least admits the problems of life, but
his faith ultimately is in human wisdom and
resourcefulness and not in God.
The third statement is an expression of faith
in "progress," captured in the saying: "Time
heals all wounds." This popular slogan is
seldom heard in cancer hospitals!
The faith discussed in scripture has little in
common with any of these statements. Biblical
llill l."ove is PLmching Ministe¡ lor the Bering Drive Church ol Chrisl,
Houston, Texas,
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faith is more realistic, more profound, and far
more adequate for our lives. For example, the
great men and women of faith mentioned in
Hebrews 1l "all died in faith, not having
received the promise." These believers were
neither cockeyed optimists who denied life's
problems, nor humanists with confidence in
their own resourcefulness, nor advocates of
inevitable progress. The truth is that they died
"not having received 
- 
but believing."
They believed in a God who could keep his
promises in his own time and in his own way 
-
even after their own death. They were confident
that however hard life might be, however unfair
their portion, however dreadful their death-this
God still reigned and in his hands their lives were
safe for eternity. This kind of faith liberates the
believer from despair about death, frees his
hands for the work of today, and brings "the
peace of God which passes all understanding. "
In school we learn that the essential elements
of an English sentence are the subject and the
verb. In faith's odd grammar, we must learn a
new syntax. The most important element in any
true confession of faith is neither the subject nor
the verb, neither the adjective nor the adverb,
but the object of the sentence. ïn other words,
real faith is measured not by the depth of our
feelings, by the strength of our commitment, by
the comprehensiveness of our knowledge, or by
the warmth of our love. Real faith, rather,
places our lives in the hands of our loving father
who is "the same yesterday, today and
tomorrow.",- --"-- .- *.
A Guide to
Pre-Surgrcal Mínístry
"Into [the surgical crisisJ comes the ministry of u Christian, oJlering aid,
comJ'ort, and assistance. But how? The visit can be of great help or hindrance
to the pre-surgical patient" Here are some suggestions."
Editor's Note: While the following article
underscores the importance of pre-surgical
ministries, it does not meon to imply that virtually
onyone can carry out this ministry effectively.
Rcrther, the article s/re.çJ'es lhe imporlance of
lhorough preparation and even suggests the possi-
bility of professionql trqining to do the task well.
In eddition, the article notes thøt pre-surgical
ministries should always be carried ouÍ under the
supervision qnd oversight of the attending
physician(s).
By KEN CFT,AFF.TN
¡t was B:30 on 'I'uesday evening and I was
-[. making "pre-operative rounds." As a staff
chaplain in the hospital I was "on-call"
approximately two nights per month" The local
congregation saw the importance of this and
encouraged me to take the time. The duties
Ken C--haffìn is pul¡rit nrinisler for the lilmrvood Avenue Church r¡l Christ,
l-afayette, lndianâ.
included emergency room care, visiting patients
who requested such visits, and generally "being
there" for the entire night in case ministry was
needed" Included in the duties was the
opportunity (one could pass on this duty, if so
desired) to visit with patients who were having
surgery the next day. I normally took the
"opportunity. "
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The next person on my list was a twenty-one
year old female who was scheduled for a
colostomy (the removal of the colon, which is
replaced by a bag worn on the outside of the
body which retains the waste products). This is a
very radical procedure for one so young. She
was also unmarried which escalated the
possibilities of social embarrassment for the rest
of her life. How does one tell a prospective
boyfriend you wear a bag that contains your
own waste?
I entered hesitatingly into the welllit room to
find a very attractive young woman sitting up in
the hospital bed and looking very glum. I
introduced myself. "Hi, I'm Ken, the chaplain
on duty tonight. I make it a practice to visit
patients the night before their surgery to see if
there is any way I can help." Her glum look
turned to one of disgust and anger and she told
me coldly that I had nothing to offer her and to
"get the hell out of my room." I faltered for a
moment, mumbled something like, "Good luck
tomorrow and God bless" and stumbled out of
the room. Once outside I found the nearest quiet
"Perhøps becøuse of our own fears, many pre-
surgical visitors do no more than make sure the
patient has been seen before surgery. This is
unJortunøte, because there is so much more that
t
spot and spent several minutes in prayer for her
and me.
Well, I plucked up my courage and tried again.
The next person, three rooms down, was a
sixty-eight year old man who was having a tumor
removed from the side of his face. It would
mean the extraction and reconstruction of a
good portion of the left side of his face,
including the jaw and mouth areas" It was a
malignant tumor. He was watching a Cubs game
as I walked in. I introduced myself in much the
same way as I had ten minutes earlier. He
welcomed me and we settled into a discussion of
how the Cubs falter every year during the dog
days of August. Ten minutes later we were
talking of surgery, of love for wife anel children,
of pain, of disease, of death and dying' We
prayed together. We wept.
These are two very different stories, told to
demonstrate the variety of emotions before sur-
gery. They elemonstrate troth the sadness and the
l4
joy of ministry to pre-surgical patients. All of us
as Christians are usually much closer to the
people to whom we minister in these situations.
Perhaps we could learn to do it better.
The Surgical Crisis
A frequent crisis in the life of any
congregation is illness. If surgery is involved the
crisis can become even more acute-for both the
patient and the family. Surgery often hastens the
general characteristics that normally develop in
crisis-cognitive confusion, perceptual
confusion, and a general feeling of helplessness.
These can easily lead to anxiety and depression.
If in any period of one's life one needs ministry,
it is the period surrounding surgery.
Illness requiring surgery is a social and a
personal crisis for the patient. It is a social crisis
in that the person is separated from his normal
place in society. The separation, for instance,
from one's regular vocational setting can cause
all kinds of worries-fears of the loss of regular
income, of being replaced on the job, or even of
complete financial and vocational helplessness.
This vulnerability is frightening enough. But
there is much more.
The patient has also been removed from the
normal family situation, and may be homesick
and depressed with nostalgia. Things like good
home cooking and "my own bed" that normally
are taken for granted, take on exaggerated
importance in their loss. If you add to this the
intangibles of various given situations-marital or
economic difficulties, for example-the problems
can inflate drastically.
Actually, all of this could well be said of any
hospitalized patient, but with the surgical
patient one other factor is prominent: surgery is
abrupt, and the disruption of life may be much
more sudden than is the case with other hospital-
izations. It certainly involves more sudden
trauma. Take, for example, the patient who is
diagnosed as having a malignancy and is told
that the surgery will be no more than a eouple of
days away. This is not unusual for surgical
patients and can be devastating to the patient.
Problems aggravated by illness and hospitaliza-
tion ean be blown all out of proportion by
sudden decisions about the necessity of surgery
ancl its subsequent aftermath.
Part of the task of ministry begins here.
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Ministry can help the patient accept the present
situation and work through this transitional
period. Most of us know simply by watching
medical shows on television that the mental state
of a person during surgery is of paramount
importance. It can affect everything, from the
way drugs operate to the will to survive. Ministry
can help the patient (and their families) view the
present crisis in the context of one's whole life.
Pointing the patient toward the future (assuming
this surgery is not a delaying tactic for a terminal
illness) will help him or her deal with the im-
mediacy of the surgery.
There are also matters of personal crisis for
the surgical patient. When one is ill, there often
is a tendency to regress to more infantile forms
of behavior. The most common is the drift into
dependency on others, even upon the one
involved in ministry.
Another tendency is to be obsessed with one's
own body. This is very natural. After all, the
body is being probed, pushed, punctured, X-
rayed, and asked about so much that one can
easily become preoccupied with it. This
preoccupation can manifest itself in many ways
so that, for example, the patient begins to find
sympioms that didn't exist when he entered the
hospital.
Pain, or merely the threat of pain, may bring
on personal crisis. We all have our own
thresholds of pain but probably few of us know
them exactly. Besides, fear of pain develops
easily in a surgical situation because the surgery
is an unknown in terms of pain experience.
Beyond this, there is the threat of death. The
experience of pain may unite with this threat to
life to produce a regression of our emotions,
"the return of the repressed"-the raising to
consciousness of emotional conflicts which were
never resolved at the time of their situation.
Such unresolved conflicts always have the
possibility of producing guilt, introducing still
another struggle for the patient.
Into all of this comes the ministry of a
Christian, offering aid, comfort, and assistance.
But how? The visit can be of great help or
hinderance to the pre-surgical patient. Here are
some suggestions.
The Fre-ûperative Visit
The visit the night before surgery can
accomplish a lot of good but generally
accomplishes little. Perhaps because of our own
fears of surgical matters, even our own fears of
death, many pre-surgical visitors do no more
than make sure the patient has been seen before
surgery. This is unfortunate, because there is so
much more that could be accomplished.
Of course, we may have to deal first with our
own fears of hospital situations so that we can
be more patient-centered. If we are preoccupied
with ourselves in a hospital setting there is no
way we can minister effectively. To offset this
problem, there are some educational ventures
that can help us grow. Clinical Pastoral
Education (CPE), an in-service chaplaincy
training program, can be an invaluable guide
toward finding identity in a hospital as a
minister of God's grace. Personally, I can't say
enough for the growth that happened in my life
through CPE, offered in various teaching
hospitals across the country. Various clinics and
workshops are held in the area of ministry every
year in our major metropolitan areas. Merely
serving as a volunteer chaplain at our local
hospitals, particularly in the emergency room,
can help us grow. Asking a friendly physician
for opportunities to observe surgeries can bring
additional possibilities for coming to grips with
one's own mortality and identity which will en-
hance one's ministry to pre-surgical patients.
Once you have dealt with your own fears,
you can move on to the patient's fears. The
biggest fears in surgery are the fear of the
unknown and of the operation itself. Usually the
patient knows little or nothing concerning
surgical matters and therefore becomes merely a
person waiting for something (he knows not
what) to be done to him. He is committing his
"Any visitor who enters the warld of tragedy
better have some pretty clear understøndings of
the theological problem o.f suffering and God's
sovereignty in this world. If he does not, he goes
ín unprepøred and is of little use to the patient""
life in many cases to unknown hands. In this age
of specialization in medicine, the patient may see
the surgeon only onee or maybe a few times
before the operation and then usually only in a
clinical relationship. There is always the fear of
death in surgery. "Something eoulel go wrong"
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is a phrase that is heard in even the simplest of
surgical procedures.
One of the more prominent fears is of
anesthesia. Research has shown that 7590 of all
surgical patients are frightened of anesthesia.
There are two reasons. One is that anesthesia is
so close, clinically, to death that the patient fears
he may "slip over" and not be revived again.
This myth is quite widespread. The other unsub-
stantiated fear is that while under anesthesia, he
may reveal secrets or perhaps show personality
traits that have been repressed in the sub-
conscious. Again, this myth is unfounded. Our
ministry can help "de-mythologize" this part of
the surgery.
These fears need to be eliminated, since they
'become 
"a handicap in pre-operative and post-
operative management." Now, much of this
fear reduction is the role of the physician, but
the local minister or informed Christian who is
acquainted with surgical procedures and is not
afraid of them can provide information and
offer reassurance.
We hasten to add that all of this activity is
under the jurisdiction of the doctor. Further,
this sort of ministry assumes a great deal of work
on the part of the one who ministers in order to
get his medical facts straight. It does not allow
him to play amateur doctor or diagnostician.
Final Matters
The prayer before surgery can be very
important in helping prepare the patient. It
needs to be well-informed (of the patient's
condition) and caring. It needs to be specific in
regard to the patient's illness. It needs to include
a blessing for the patient's family members who
are going through this trial as well. It needs to
invoke God's blessing and protection to comfort
the patient and the family, and it needs to
verbalize precisely the patient's situation. The
prayer needs to communicate caring, under-
standing and love. It should be a pr:ayer that
asks God's aid for the attendant medical staff
and medicines used, but that also reminds all
concerned that Jesus is the Great Physician
through whose love all healing proceeds.
This brings us to another theological issue.
Hospital ministers need to be abie to deai with
the spiritual crises surgery brings. There are two
in particular. One is guilt, usually expressed as,
"Why is this happening to me?" The second is
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the loss of the will to live, sometimes associated
with surgical depression and expressed by such
sentiments as, "There is no reason to go on."
Any visitor who enters the world of tragedy
better have some prerty clear understandings of
the theological problem of suffering and God's
sovereignty in this world. If he does not, he goes
in unprepared and is of little use to the patient
who is asking the most basic of all human
questions: "Why is there suffering?" and "Why
me? " We may not have all the answers but to go
unprepared would be fatuous.
One other way we can prepare to help the
patient is to have an acquaintance with the
psychological problems that âre associated with
certain surgical procedures. In the loss of
anything (arm, breast, eye, leg, etc.) through
surgery, one can go through the stages that
Kubler-Ross describes in her research on death
and dying, for in effect, that removed part of the
body is dead or dying. Removal of parts of the
body can cause other psychological traumas.
The loss of a testicle can affect one's feelings
about manhood. Hysterectomy and mastectomy
can affect the way a woman feels about herself.
Heart patients may have to alter their life-style
radically in order to survive. Colostomy is a
source of social discomfort and embarrassment.
Hospital ministers need to be sensitive to these
kinds of specific psychological crises that are a
part of certain surgeries.
The key factor in all of this is preparation.
The hospital minister helps the patient be
prepared for surgery, but the minister lnust
himself be prepared in order to assist the patient
with his preparation. It is hard work but the
blessings are abundant.
Above all, the pre-surgical visitor must
remember that authentic ministry occurs only
when the patient discerns in the ministry the love
and concern of the body of Christ. The hospital
minister is not called upon to chit-chat and joke
and to distract the patient from his most
pressing concern-his surgery. Nor is the
minister called upon to of fer glib ancl
sometimes thoughtless answers that often fail to
speak to the patient's most fundamental
questions. Rather, the rninister's task is to be
present in empathy and understanding, thereby
bringing the compassion of the Christian com-
munity to the bedside of the patient.*,4{Sffi.
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THRËE EARLY STAGES
IN MARRIAGE:
DEPENDENCY,
RCLES,
AND FRIENDSHIP
Editor's Note: This is the second article in a three-
part series on developntental stages in morriage.
By HAROLD STRAUGHN
f the five basic stages that a marriage may pass
through, the first three, those which are most
common in our society, are dependency, roles, and
f riendship, We shall see that cultural and
psychological forces converge in all three of these
marital stages to help shape their forms and
functions.
Dependency Marriage
Dependency marriages are the most unstable of
the five. Dependency marriages have their cultural
roots in the earliest and most primitive forms of
marriage, those that emerged out of the biological
needs to preserve the human race. Dependency
marriages also have their psychological roots in the
earliest and most dependent years of infancy. All
marriages are based to some extent on dependencies
of each partner upon the other. And the opening
years of most relationships are especially
characterized by dependencies. But some marriages,
especially the most unstable ones, never grow past
the first stage.
What are some marks of dependency-based
relationships? In many ways they are similar to the
infancy stage of an individual. A fluid, unreflective
view of reality marks the relationship. lt is oriented
primarily to the present, with little capacity for pro-jecting lessons from past experience or designs for
future goals. Predictable patterns of behavior àre at à
minimum.
Dependency relationships often recapitulate
parent-child relationships, as when a young man
marries a mother figure or a young woman marries a
father-figure. In these cases, the main purpose is in
seeking to have one's biological needs met, with no
Harold Straughn is Director
Waco, 'Iexas, and serves on the
of Creative Selvices, Word, lnc.,
Mi.s.sion .Journul Iloard of 'l'rìJstees.
real capacity for making or keeping reciprocal
commitrnents with the other person.
As in the infancy stage of human development,
the concept of love is viewed primarily in terms of
sacrifice, a sense of loss, rather than sharing or
mutual benefit. Love is viewed as separate from
power, and thus as separate from self-control or
responsibility. There is little sense of control over
"Dependency reløtionships oJ'ten recapitulate parent-
child rehtionshi¡ts, ss when a young man ntarries a
mother J'igure or a )tevng trontan tnarries a father
.l'igure.
events or environment; thus disappointments and
frustrations are seen as out side one's control, and
usually as the fault of the all-powerful other partner,
the parent-figure. Life thus is overwhelmed by a
drive to seek relief from one's biological and
emotional hurts,
A dependency marriage can be either one-way or'
two-way. In the one-way dependency, one partner
acts as the child and the other as the parent
throughout the relationship. In the two-way
dependency both partners use each other as parent-
figures.
Some dependency reiationships never progress to
the next stage. The cause often lies in the fact that the
couple's own physical and emotional neeels back in
infancy were never adequately met. Therefore, such
persons coÍrtinue to seek out solutions to their deep-
seated, long-unmet needs. Such unresolved physical
dependencies often lead individuals to addictions of
various kinds, whether to alcohol and other drugs, to
the work/success drive, or to dependency on another
person. Such destructive tendencies corrode self-
esteem and feed the dependency upon the marriage
11
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partner. In many cases, only prolonged psychological
counseling can get at the roots of personal problems
that create dependency marriages. It is, however,
possible to reshape the behavior patterns and
environmental conditions necessary to emerge into
the next higher stage of relationship. This second
stage may be understood in terms of roles.
Role Marriage
Most marriages eventually grow out of the
dependency stage, even though some traces of
dependency remain even in the most mature re-
lationships. This second stage-the role stage-is the
childhood phase of a marriage. Its similarities to one's
own personal childhood are many. Just as a child
"Role marriages are built around the need to fight
off disorder, unpredictability, and insecurity, Routine
becomes enj oyr¿þls, repetition oJ' tasks reassurirtg. "
leaves behind a fluid, chaotic view of reality to
discover orderly processes, a marriage moves past
early insecurities to establish predictable, secure
patterns of behavior, or roles. Just as a child
develops a sense of trust based on a world that works
according to rules, a marriage settles into comfor-
table routines in many areas of life, carrying out
agreed upon roles that free the couple for creative,
fresh experiences in the few important areas of their
life together.
Stage 'lwo is a "domestic" stage in the pro-
foundest sense of the word. It arose with ancient civil-
izations, simultaneously with the domestication of
the land, crops, and animals. Its purpose ever since has
been to secure the survival of a stable civilization. A
couple in a role marriage domesticates the challenges
and the uncertainties of Iife. They establish a familiar
and satisfying rhythm for their daily activities. Role
marriages are built around this need to fight off
disorder, unpredictability, and insecurity. Routine
becomes enjoyable, repetition of tasks reassuring. To
accept one's roles in society serves to bestow a sense
of identity. This love of the farniliar is called srorge in
Greek. It is the antidote to the potentially destructive
forces of eros.
Couples who grow up accepting the values of a
law-abiding, domesticated society ofterl remain
content in a role marriage. It compares favorably to
the destructive alternatives they see arouncl them:
lives broken by mistrust, promiscuity, instability,
and doubt as to one's place and one's role in society.
Separation of the sexes is at the heart of role
marriages, Male-only and female-only groups
flourish. The night out with the boys and the bridge
party, the men's clubs and the women's clubs,
reinforce separate gender patterns. Men can look tn
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their peers for role models, and so can women.
Rarely do couples in role marriages discuss their rnost
intimate fears and their most vulnerable failures with
their spouses. If they talk with anyone about such
things it is with a friend of the same sex.
Role marriages fullill the psychologicai needs of
adults whose childhoods were either prolonged or
delayed. They operate best in law-and-order
societies, supported by legalistic religious beliefs,
wherever stability and predictability are among the
most highly prized values.
Partners in role marriages usually become at least
vaguely aware of the possibility of a higher stage of
love, a stage that promises something more than love
of familiarity. Sometimes a couple begins to sense the
fact that roles limit a person's potential; that roles
create barriers of understanding between spouses;
that roles may be unfair, discriminatory, or
selectively applied; that roles may need to appeal to
higher principles to resolve the dilemmas; that other
worlds exist, with other rules and possibilities,
beyond the comfortable, secure domestic world.
Marriage in America increasingly has moved
beyond the boundaries of role relationships, to the
higher but more challenging ideal of friendship
between husband and wife.
Friendship Marriage
Today's ideal of marriage between friends has its
cultural roots in the ancient rise of spiritual
consciousness, in which etelnal principles of truth
were seen to transcend temporal (including culturai
and sexual) realities. Friendship marriage
paradoxically owes a great deal to asceticism, which
permitted the rise of sexual equality before God even
as it suppressed overt sexuality. At the same time,
friendship marriage owes much to the pre-adolescent
stage of childhood. In this sexually "dorlnant"
stage, girls and boys relate intellectually and compete
"One wonders why it is the ideul o.l' 
.fi'iendship
marriage thst seems to be suJ'fering the nrost
surprising number oJ' casualties J'rom the modern
divorce epidemic""
athletically on a relatively equal basis, before puberty
sets in and upsets the equation.
What is important in friendship narriage is not
playing out roles, but enjoying life together.
Common values and common life goals, and capacity
to overlook or transcend personality differences,
make it possible for a man and a woman to create a
united front against the world. Friendship marriage
creates the requirements for civilized living and is at
the heart of most of our modern institutions. The
church, school, and local conmunity organizations
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all are families of families. They depend on the
teamwork and partnership made possible by
husbands and wives who like to work together. The
virtues of loyalty, sincerity, and self-assurance are
supported by friendship marriage. The philosophy of
Iife that celebrates these virtues influences
community attitudes toward leadership and
continuity, toward civic duty, and toward a place for
women in the marketplace.
Friendship marriages can survive and thrive on
their own, even without support from the older
generation. A sense of common commitment to
shared values is strong enough to overcome the need
for acceptance by one's parents whose relationship
may have been more of a role marriage.
With all these evident strengths, however, one
wonders why it is the ideal of friendship marriage
that seems to be suffering the most surprising
number of casualties from the modern divorce
epidemic. Some explanations that are plausible in
cultural and psychological terms are only now
beginning to emerge.
In the final part of this series, we will analyze the
decline of friendship marriage and the rise of two
further stages in the development of relationships:
independence and synergism. 7}lffi\
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By GRADY JIM ROBINSON
A preacher friend told this story. One Sunday
he decided to preach against the evils of money.
He used as his text the passage in Matthew where
Jesus said, "Man cannot serve two masters; he
cannot serve God and mammon." The sermon
went very well. Immediately after the collection,
he waxed eloquent on the immoral state of
America due to man's love of money, for it is
after all the root of allevil. Everybody amened
in the proper places. They got out at the proper
time, ll:30, and all went to the cafeteria for
lunch.
He stopped for gas which cost $10.00. He
paid $12.95 for lunch. On Monday he doled out
$6.00 for the kid's weekly lunch allowance. His
wife needed $55.00 to pay Sears" The lawn
mower needed fixing and the car had two bad
tires so he spent the morning taking care of that
at $154.95. The wife bought groceries for
$51.78. He played golf for $3.50.
Every time he reached for his wallet he
thought about his Sunday sermon. He
remembered saying things like "money is not
important in this life," "lay up treasures in
heaven where moth can)t get to it"(he figured
a lot more than moths were getting to it down
Grady.lini Robinson is a free lancc wlitcr livìng in St. I-ouis, Missouri.
here), ancì "seek ye first the Kingdom and all these
other things will take care of themselves." He
had said this loudly and with properly furrowed
brow.
He had difficulty in reconciling his sermon
and his life. He felt guilty. He decided to change
his life. He would get r.id of all his possessions
and live off the brethren. Then he decided that
would be crazy, because if the brethren decided
to get rid of all their mammon he wouldn't have
a place to stay.
Finally he realized his sermon was wrong. He
realized that no matter how spiritual you try to
be, your kids still need lunch money, the lawn
needs mowing, the car needs safe tires, groceries
need to be purchased, doctor bills paid, utility
bills paid, and perhaps some money set aside for
emergencies.
So the next Sìinday he asked for a raise! End
of story,
Money is not neutral. It can eat you alive. It
can dominate, control, crush, and destroy your
life. At the same time you need some, nay, a lot.
Christians may not l:e of the world, but the
groceries and utilities are elefinitely oJ'the world.
A Christian attitude toward money is a
necessity. Think about it.-Åffi\
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By WAYNE WIESE
¡ admit to being a little put off by the obviouslyI successful fulfillment of The American dream that
characterizes the Jarrett family, because I don't
really think they're average, even for the affluent
heartland. But on second thought, they may well
represent what far too many of us would like to have
and be. The father Calvin is a competent tax
attorney. Mother Beth is a tennis-playing, house-
keeping fireball. Their son, Conrad, is the best
swimmer the high-school coach has ever had on the
team. And maybe it's their very specialness that
makes them an ordinary "every family" for
twentieth century America.
But what do ordinary people do when their care-
fully orchestrated lives are interrupted by an older
son's death in a boating accident? Conrad is
consumed with guilt and subsequently almost
succeeds'in "offing himself" by slashing his wrists.
Now he's out of hospital therapy and trying to gather
up the scattered threads of ordinary adolescence (as
if there were any such thing). But his heart isn't in
swimming or dating or singing in the chorus; he's
about twenty percent aware of the world at the best
of times now. And inside him there grows an over-
whelming need to strike out in frustration and rage.
His father isn't much help. He tries to plaster over
his own uncertainties about his son (and himself)
with Norman-Vincent-Peale-gone-to-seed good
cheer. And Beth is deeply offended that her son
should have dared to blot the escutcheon of her life-
style. Any conversation about Conrad is "an
invasion of our privacy. " She has thrown herself into
an orgy of savage housekeeping. More and more, her
conversations with Conrad turn into silent staring
contests. She begs her husband to take her on a
holiday vacation to Houston without their son.
AII of these traumas are common to humankind,
but that doesn't make them hurt any the less, and it
doesn't make for pat answers. I think you'll find this
an extraordinarily rich and rewarding film, not
. i::: .
Wayne Wiese is a graduate ol Abilcne Christian
Divinily Schooì, and prcsenlly is larming near
completing an M.B.A. al lìaylor University.
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nearly as much a downer as a synopsis might make it
seem. ln his directorial debut, Robert Redford has
filled this fihn with so much care and caring that it is,
as one reviewer once said of Lord of the Rings, "good
beyond hope. "
Mary Tyler Moore is an inspired choice to play
Beth. What at first appears to be just one more
incarnation of Mary Richards and Laura Petrie turns
into a dark and frightening performance. Beth is like
a damaged Stepford wife. There is still some part of
her alive and wanting to make contact with her
family. But though her eyes well up with tears, the
tears never fall.
Donald Sutherland's role as Calvin is quieter and
quite marvelous. He seems to me to be the one who
changes the most, coming to grips with his own
passivity and lack of character. His tears do fall.
As for Tim Hutton as Conrad, I could not even
begin to do justice to his performance. From the first
moment when we see him singing a hymn and coming
out of a haunted reverie to hit the last syllable of
"hallelujah" with too much emphasis, he is spell-
binding. Sad, shy, angry, funny; terrified, and
frequently in quick succession. And those scary
jackrabbit eyes!
rù/hen acting is this uniformly excellent, you know
it's the quality of the direction. Redford has brought
his sure and calm screen presence intact to the rear of
the camera. Even the bit parts are focused and
fascinating. Conrad's friend from therapy tells him
in an ominously chipper tone, "Let's have the best
New Year of our lives," and you immediately fear
for her. Conrad has a humorous and touching
romance with a young lady who conveys so well the
alternately frivolous and deeply concerned nature
that I like to think of as the best part of teenage.
Judd Hirsch is on hand as the competent (if a bit too
predictable) psychiatrist who helps Conrad unravel
(or is it ravel in this case?).
There is so much meticulous detail all through the
film, so many small movements, such careful use of
the camera. We get a glimpse of a two-tone golf shoe
and instantly know all we need to about the man
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wearing it. In flashbacks, Beth's hair is worn loosely
but now it is compressed into crushing ringlets.
During a dull surburban party, Cal wanders over to
the stairs and finds a neighbor eating by herself and
we know at once that this will be the only
conversation of the evening with any substance.
One more thing-watch the hugs in the latter part
of the movie. (In the midst of so much high-pressure
Christian evangelism, I wish that hugging played a
larger role.) Each hug is a tangible symbol of an
emotional breakthrough. Watch for the almost-hugs,
and for the one time Conrad tries to hug Beth and
finds that it's like caressing one of the fireirons.
Robert Redford the director has only one problem
that I can see-what does he do for an encore?
P.S. If you're like me, you remember Oh, God!
with fondness for its offbeat, but accurate, presenta-
tion of the meaning of God as available friend. So
take my advice and leave your pleasant memories
intact by avoiding like all ten pla.gues of Egypt the
unfortunate sequel, Oh, God, Book IL George Burns
is back, but not Carl Reiner, who wrote the screen-
play for the original. The result is a movie with so
little sparkle and humor that it even makes Burns
look bad (something of a miracle). Don't waste your
money. /dffi\
By Bobbie Lee Holley
The Myth of God Incarnate, edited by John
Hick (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press,
19'77),211 pp., $4.95; with slight attention to
The Truth of God Incarnate, edited by Michael
Green (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans,
1977), 144 pp., $2,45, and Incarnation and
Myth: The Debate Continued, edited by
Michael Goulder (Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdmans, 1979),255 pp., $5.95.
By LYNN E. MITCHELL, JR.
he Myth of God Incsrnate is one of those shock
bombs which British clerics and theologians plant
Lynn E. Mitchell is a member of the Mission Journal Board of
Trustees; an Associate Professor of theology at the University of
St. Thomas, Houston, Texas; and Teaching Minister for the
Bering Drive Church of Christ, Houston.
in each others' prayer gardens once or twice every
decade. The last to cause much excitement was John
A. T. Robinson's.I/onest to God. But there had been
others before, and doubtless there will be others here-
after. Nonetheless, we do need to ask seriously what
significant contribution editor Hick and his
colleagues have made to the ongoing enterprise of
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interpreting the Christian faith.
It must be said at the outset that the issues raised
by The Myth of God Incarnate are not new, as thejournalistic flap sometimes makes it appear.
However, they øre important. They have concerned
some of the best theological minds for some time.
The claims for Jesus put forward by the various
authors of the book used to be understood as
legitimate deductions from the fact of his divinity as
the incarnate Son of God. How are such claims now
to be validated? If we cannot accept what the biblical
writers said about Jesus because the way they said it
was culturally dependent, where do we go to find
Jesus' significance? "It is impossible," Warden
Nineham argues, "to justify any such claim on
purely historical ground" (p. 195). How does one
validate claims to Jesus'sinlessness or moral
superiority or "perfect relationship to God" on
purely historical grounds? lf the ìink between Jesus
ancl contemporary life is not to be the doctrine of the
incarnation, what is that link to be? Nineham
concludes (p. 195):
No one, I think, will deny that it is at the level
of the imagination that contemporary
Christianity is most weak . . . . What lpeople]
need most is a story, a picture, a myth, that will
capture their imagination, while meshing the
rest of their sensibility in the way messianic
terms linked with the sensibility of first-century
Jews, or Nicene symbolism with tlie sensibility
of philosophically-minded fourth century
Greeks. No doubt . . we shall not get such a
picture until some doctor angelicus-or should
we rather say some prophet?*is raised up to
give it to us; but that in no wây exonerates us
from doing all we can meanwhile to prepare his
way before him.
Maurice Wiles opens the book with an essay oIì
the possibility of "Christianity without Incarnation,"
He argues that this is a viable concept and therefore a
proper question. He argues, further, that it is a
necessary question because of what we now know
about the origins and history of the doctrine of
incarnation. Having described the difficulties for
modern thought of "Christianity with incarnation,"
he then proceecls to assert that "Christianity without
incarnation" cart be a positive and constructive
subject for contemporary theology. F{e concludes
that Jesus could remain "a personal focus of the
transforming power of God in the world" without
the concept of "incarnation," The essays in this
book, he affirms, are worth publishing because elf
their "constructive potential" in this regard.
The essays of Frances Young are by far the most
substantial contributions to the book. In the aptly
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titled "Cloud of Witnesses," she brings to the front
the problem of the "multiplicities of christologies"
within the New Testament, in church history, and in
the present situation, "We all have our own
christologies," and "the future seems to lie with
pluralism in christology" (p. 39).
In her essay entitled "Two Roots or Tangled
Mass," Young responds to "The Two Roots of
Christian Myth" in which Michael Goulder argues
that the Christian "myth" of incarnation is a com-
bination of the Galilean eschatological myth taught
by Jesus and the earliest Christians and "the
Samaritan gnostic myth" (p. 65). She politely scores
Goulder for "ignoring parallels and coincidences
found elsewhere" (than his two roots), i.e., he "fails
to do justice to what seems to have been a highly
complex and syncretistic situation" (p. 87). She
concludes, however, that "the theological position
discussed in this book does not depend upon any
specific theory" of origins (p. ll7). No particular
theory is indispensable to the "general thesis that the
idea of incarnation is culturally dependent" (p. 117).
The bottom line of Part I, "Testing the Sources,"
is that the idea of the incarnation in the New
Testament is culturally dependent. That is really no
news flash. Part II, "Testing the Development,"
extends the discussion of this old news by showing
that the historical development of the doctrine is also
culturally determined.
If we are not to be left with merely another
example of the genetic fallacy (i.e., the "idea" of the
incarnation is dependent upon the perceptions and
Ianguage of the cultures in which it arose and
developed, therefore the idea of the incarnation is
¡rot a continuingly valid idea), then some suggestion
as to how and,/or why Jesus might still be important
for us is in order. Since each authol is still a Christiarl(albeit a Christian withottt incarnation), each
manages 1.o rescue some uniquetress and transcendent
value from the wreckage of the idea of the
incarnation.
Prof'essor Hick ("Jesus and the V/orld Religions")
sees Jesus as "intensely, and overwhelmingly
conscious of the reality of God" and "wholly o¡ren
to God" (p. 172). "He is oul sufficient model of true
humanity in a perfect relationship to God. Ancl he is
so far above us in the 'direction' of Cod that he
stands betweeu ourselves and the ultimate as the
rnediator of salvation" (pp. 17Bf).
Leslie Houlden ("The Creed of Experience")
affirms "the centrality of Jesus for all that conccrns
rnan's relationship with God and understanding of
him-ancl everything that hangs l.hercon" (pp' l3l f)'
Don Cupitt ("The Christ of Christendom") assures
us that Jesus, even without the incarnation, still "in
his teaching and in his person, cotnmunicates f.he
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power of tr'ânscendence (the Holy Spirit) to his
disciples" (p. l46).
Maurice Wiles ("Myth in Theology") argues that
understanding the idea cf incarnation as myth
enables us to see its function as pointer to the
ontological truth of the "union of divine and human
at the heart of the human personality" (p. l6l). How
does the historical Jesus fit into this? In this way: his
life embodied that unity of human and divine to
which the doctrine of incarnation points. And "his
life depicted not only a profound human response to
God, but . . his life was a parable of the loving
outreach of God to the world" (p, 162),
In my view the most theologically significant essay
in this book is the epilogue by Dennis Nineham in
which he throws a monkey wrench into such attempts
to "have one's cake and eat it, too."
The truth is that a great many Christians today
understand that doctrines have a history of develop-
ment. Any propositional statement of belief comes to
us in the clothing of a particular language, of a
particular period, of a particular culture, and of a
particular situation. Not some, but all. This says
nothing necessarily about the truth or falsity of a
doctrine; it merely says something about its history.
But its history is important to understanding the
meaning of a doclrine.
There are at least three ways to react to the
implications of this fact. One way is to insist that the
church should continue to parrot formulas whose
meaning today may be quite different from what the
original formulators intended. (For example, the
modern word "person" simply does not mean the
same as the words hypostasis or persona which
appear in ancient creedal statements about the
"persons" of the Godhead. Hence, what "made
sense" to the ancient divines does not "make sense"
to us, A second way is to attempt to translate the
truth which these formulas were attempting to
convey into language which conveys the same truth
to us. The third way is to scuttle the creedal formulas
and their meaning and then to try to determine if we
can still be Christians anyway. This is the way of the
authors of The Myth of God Incarnale.
Seeming to have tired of the doctrine ol' in-
carnation, they appear deterrnineci to help the
church develop in some other direction. A reacler
expecting to find in Myth the subject of incarnation
explored by scholars with a common or consistent
theological position will be disappointed and even
exasperated. About the only unshakeable certainty
these authors have in common is that the Nicene
Creed is no longer tenable. "fheir reasons are âs
various as their disciplines and as idiosyncratic as
their own personal interests within these disciplines.
But there is no cotttntol¡ reconstruction. "Incvitably,
therefore, the impression produced is negative and
reductionistic" (I'he Truth oJ God Incarnale, p.
144).
F-urthermore, "The Myth oJ God Incarnule is an
untidy book," as Maurice Wiles, one ol the couiri-
butors confesses. "The response to it has been
equally untidy" (Incørnation and Myth, p. l). Is this
Iack of precision due to the complexity of the issucs
or is it due to muddle? Both, according to Wiles, but
more of the former than the latter. The complexity
will make it mostly muddle, however, for even the
intelligent lay reader.
I would suggest that the level of imagination in
contemporary Christianity (as rnentioned by
Nineham) is very weak at the level which the authors
of our book represent. Further, if the doclor
angelicus has not yet arrived, there are already a
number of doctors of the church who are doing very
imaginative work in communicating the reality
behind John 1:14, the Nicene formulations, etc., in
meaningful ierms for conternporary people. I refer
especially to such persons as Hans Küng (Or? Being a
Christian), or Wolfhart Pannenberg (Jesus, God and
Man). If one desires to study the origins of
christology, C.F-.D. Moule's work, The Origin o./
Christology, would be of immense value; and Russell
F. Adwinkle's More Than Man (Eerdmans, 1976) is
helpful as a contemporal'y study in chlistology. In
my judgment, readiug any of these or a score of
others would be of more value to the intelligent lay
reader than T'he Myth of God Incarnsf e.
I would suggest that you read the latter only under
one of the following conditions: (l) you are a
theologian who must keep up with the latest British
shock bombs; (2) you have an insatiable curiosity
concerning what all the fuss is about; (3) you, for
some odd reason, want to see if I know what I am
talking about.
R.ead The Truth of God Incarnate only if you
have read The Myth. However, you will find Michael
Greeu's contribution to be merely an uninspiring
"stand up and be ccunted" broadside at infidels in
the church. You will lind Stephen's contribution to
be a clelightlul C,S. Lewisesque at[.ack on irrelevant
and dated "relevance," and you will find the other
contributions to be standard-to-good orthodox
objections to positions stated in The Myth.
Incarnation and Myth: The Del:ate Continued is a
collection of essays which constitutes a thorough
documentation of the "untidy response " which the
"untidy book" has received. It expands and
elaborates the complexity and/or muddle. lt does,
however, iace the discussion with repiies by Charles
Moule and others. This gives The Debqte Continued
an untidy balance which Z/re Myth lacks. Read it, if
for any reason you have read the other two. ,t*{mffi\
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In Mission Journal
Readers of Mission Journal can look for many
exciting features in the months ahead. Among
them:
. The Church ønd the City
o Civil Rights: How tør Have We Come?
. The Good in Growing Old
o Frederick Buechner ønd the Literqture of Groce
o Common Themes in Grieving
¡ The Millennium in Recent Perspective
o Justice ønd Discipling in Modern Missions
If you have been putting off subscribing to Mission
Journol, there is no better time than now. The card
in the center of this issue is for your convenience.
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